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Executive Summary

Title: Cyber-Terrorism and China

Author: LCDR Lonnie M. Pope, United States Navy

Thesis: To assess the possibility of a cyber-terrorism attack using China to explore how
such an attack could affect the United States' military and U.S. civilian infrastructure.

Discussion: In today's society where nations continue to embrace the use of computers
and technology, has resulted in weaknesses that can be exploited through cyber-terrorism.
All computer systems from the personal computer, to corporate banking systems, as well
as governmental and military systems are vulnerable to attack. However, the critical
focus that could most effect a country like the United States are the SCADA systems that
control critical infrastructures. A country or terrorist organization may not have the
ability to attack the U.S. directly, but can severely cripple the U.S through these systems.
Also, cyber-attacks are potent tools for intelligence gathering and can be a force
multiplier in military operations as a strategic weapon. This paper will use China and its
cyber-warfare capabilities to describe and depict the issues and concerns regarding cyber
terrorism. The next war may never see actual armies join to fight each other in battle but
a war where persons on computers are able to defeat a superpower.

!

Conclusion: Cyber-warfare is the battleground of the future and must be taken seriously.
As previously discussed, this form of warfare does not require the need to fight "man
against man," yet it will certainly have a much greater affect on the United States than
any other form ofwar previously fought. There must be a concerted effort to update
current infrastructure and to train the U.S. military in methods of fighting this new form
ofwarfare. When evaluating the threat to the United States concerning cyber-warfare:
the greatest threat may not be to the U.S. military or its war fighting capabilities but to
the United States' civilian infrastructure and its survival as a superpowe~.

r
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·Cyber-Terrorism and China

The history of modern China began on October 10, 1911, when the Chinese

people overthrew the ancient Chinese Empire, and established a republic.] One of the

largest and most significant wars of the 20th century was the Chinese Civil War of 1930

1949. This civil war was fought between the armies of the Nationalist government of

China led by President Jiang Jieshi (Chiang Kai-shek) and Communist armies under the

leadership of Chinese Communist Party (CCP) headed by Chairman Mao Zedong (Mao

Tse-tung). The change from an empire to a republic resulted in a radical new direction in

economic, political, and social development for China. Externally, the result was a major.

alteration of world power bloc equations and new challenges for U.S. policymakers.2

Since 1949, China as a Communist Nation has done what no other Communist

Nation has been able to do: It has successfully maintained its Maoist Communist ideals

while establishing itself as a world power. Its culture and political system has been able

to adapt and to thrive in the realm of an opposing world-view. Within the last fifty-nine

years, China has come of age; however, it has had to overcome many of its scientific and

technological short falls with regard to the United States by irregular means.

This thesis will focus on an ever-increasing issue of concern for the United States:

Cyber-terrorism on behalf of China. According to the U.S. Federal Bureau of

Investigation (FBI), cyber-terrorism is any "premeditated, politically motivated attack

against information, computer systems, computer programs, and data which results in

violence against non-combatant targets by sub-national groups or clandestine agents."

Unlike a nuisance virus or computer attack that results in a denial of service, a cyber-
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terrorist attack is designed to cause physical violence or extreme financial harm. 3 This

study will assess the possibility of a cyber-terrorism attack and will use China as an

example to explore how such an attack could affect the United States' military and U.S.

civilian infrastructure.

Although this study will focus on China and why it has resorted to cyber

terrorism, it is meant to be a realistic threat assessment concerning the national security

of the United States. Each of the topics to be discussed has played, and will continue to

play an extensive role concerning how China looks to the United States as a military and

economic enemy. Only Chinese capabilities that have been reported within government

agencies, academia, and the media will be presented. However, all cyber-terrorism

tactics discussed will be within the capability of Chinese military.

Cyber-Terrorism:

Cyber-terrorism can be conducted on many different levels. An attack could be as

simple as one person on a computer against another or a governmental agency attacking

another government. Such sources or targets of attack are not limited to just the personal

PC, but may include computer hardware from routers and switches to systems control and .

data acquisition (SCADA) systems.

This study will focus on China's use of cyber-terrorism to conduct military

operations and threaten the United States' national security. When looking at cyber

terrorism there needs to be an internal focus as to what may be gained by an attack in

order to know what and how to defend against that attack. Intelligence obtained by a

foreign entity may be crucial in future planning, which could involve limited,
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conventional, nuclear, and strategic planning against our country. Cyber-terrorism has

become the easiest and most effective method of gathering intelligence in the modern

era.4 Communications, computer systems, intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance

systems vulnerabilities, because of cyber-terrorism have become a force multiplier for an

enemy. The ability to gain access to these systems allows an enemy the ability to plan

and execute strategic targeting of their enemies vital infrastructures.

Infrastructure:

The automation--- or cybernation---ofthe infrastructure has come about largely

because it offers unmistakable economic and performance benefits. As a result, however,

the United States has become a wired nation, with implications that are still not fully

understood.5

Three current trends raise concerns about the reliability of the United States'

automated infrastructure:

• Infrastructure services are becoming increasingly dependent on complex

information networks that are potentially vulnerable to failure or

disruption.

• The business environment is changing with deregulation, downsizing,

increasing competition, and the entry of new companies into the market

to provide for infrastructure services.

• Infrastructure information networks are potentially becoming more

accessible even as computer intrusions, which are already quite common,

are becoming increasingly sophisticated.6
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Technological innovation, deregulation, and economic imperatives, have caused

critical infrastructure systems, to become more complex and interdependent. Digital

control systems-based which are based on commercial off-the-shelf hardware and

software are being used to streamline network operations and reduce personnel

requirements. These control networks are frequently connected by publicly accessible

telecommunications systems and commercially available information technologies---the

National Information Infrastructure (NII)--a trend that will accelerate as utility,

transportation, and government activities eliminate antiquated, expensive private

telecommunications networks. The result is a revolutionary and systemic improvement

in industrial and commercial processes that has been widely recognized and exploited by

both public and private sectors.?

However, as commercial information technologies create advantages, their

increasingly indispensable nature transforms them into high-value targets. Moreover, in

practice these developments have resulted in diminished systems redundancy and the

consolidation of core assets, heightening the risk of catastrophic failures. The importance

of cyber-security to national security was first raised in the U.S. Congress in the mid

1990s. In 1996, John Deutch, Director of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA),

testified before Congress that the number two threats to U.S. national security was cyber

attack, ranking just below weapons of mass destruction. 8 As cyber-security has come

into the mainstream over the previous years, several industry groups like VeriSign which

operates digital infrastructure that enables and protects billions of interactions every day

across the world's voice and data networks9 have called on the government to take action

to defend the country against cyber-attack.] 0
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Presidential Decision Directive 63 (PDD 63) was implemented in 1997, in an

effort to protect America's critical infrastructures. This directive is the culmination of an

intense, inter-agency effort to evaluate those recommendations and produce a workable

and innovative framework for critical infrastructure protection. The President's policy:

• Sets a goal of a reliable, interconnected, and secure information system

infrastructure--civilian and military alike.

• Immediately establishes a national center to warn of and respond to

attacks.

• Addresses the cyber and physical infrastructure vUlnerabilities of the

Federal government by requiring each department and agency to work to

reduce its exposure to new threats.

• Requires the Federal government to serve as a model to the rest of the

country for how infrastructure protection is to be attained.

• Seeks the voluntary participation of private industry to meet common

goals for protecting critical systems through public-private partnerships

• Protects privacy rights and seeks to utilize market forces. PDD 63 is

meant to strengthen and protect the nation's economic power, not to stifle

it.

• Seeks full participation and input from the Congress. I I

Hundreds of United States information system vulnerabilities are discovered

every day and many of these system vulnerabilities are directly related to U.S. national

security. With regard to these vulnerabilities the United States continues to be its own

worst enemy. Most of these critical vulnerabilities are posted publicly, usually on the
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Internet giving hackers direct access to web pages and e-mails that contain information

about United States' weaknesses. For example, Internet mailing lists routinely distribute

vulnerability information and software that can be used to exploit those vulnerabilities. 12

Once identified publicly these vulnerabilities are usually published in books,

magazine, newspapers articles, electronic bulletin board messages, and a growing list of

World Wide Web sites. These information sources are targeted at informing hackers,

crackers, "phreakers," and, potentially, members of terrorist organizations and foreign

intelligence services, about the latest methodology for staging successful cyber attacks. 13

Many politicians like Senators Ron Wyden, Jon Kyl, and Congressman Chris Cox

along with civil libertarian organization such as the American Civil Liberties Union

(ACLU)14 believe that while controls on physical borders involve the movement of mere

people and things, electronic-border control would regulate information and ideas. Any

attempt to block the importation or availability to information would be, by definition, an

exercise of state censorship. And that, many believe, is a no-no. 15

In a closed briefing to Congress, the CIA chief said at least a dozen countries,

some hostile to the Unites States, are developing programs to attack other nations'

information and computer systems. China was named at the top of the list. This also has

been reflected in official thinking when the People's Liberation Daily in China stated that

all a foe to the United States had to do was .... "Mess up the computer systems of its

banks by high tech means. This would disrupt and destroy the United States economy."I6

Types of Attack:

In a military sense,/there are five types of cyber-attack actions: web vandalism,

disinformation campaigns, gathering secret data, disruption in the field, and attacking
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critical infrastructure. I? Web vandalism includes the deactivation and defacing of official

government websites. Disinfonnation involves the infonnation and operation (10) piece

of a campaign, but at a much faster rate because of the Internet. The gathering of secret

data is called cyber-espionage, which is much easier because it does not require a human

asset to be physically within that country to obtain the secret infonnation. Disruption of

the battlefield involves targeting the enemy communications and decision-making

processes that will aid in securing battlefield dominance and hindering the enemy's

ability to fight effectively. Attacking a countries critical infrastructure such as the

Internet/Communicatio~s systems and water systems will cause the greatest hardship to a

country; thereby, limiting a country's ability to contact or operate its military affectively.

Issues:

Twenty-seven years ago, Martin Libicki, one of the earliest theorists of

infonnation warfare, stated, "If one wishes to hold off the world's superpower, and if

infonnation systems lie at the core of what makes them the superpower, then that's the

place to attack.,,18 This statement has only gained more relevance over time. The United

States has used technology in order to achieve and maintain their superpower status.

Using the Internet has become as natural as brushing your teeth within the United

States. The Internet is no longer used merely for entertainment; it now affects how

Americans conduct business, purchase goods, and communicate. We use the Internet to

pay our online bill payments, banking, online stock trading, and e-commerce. Currently,

48 percent of Internet users avoid making purchases online because of their cyber

concerns,19 and 73 percent of consumers say personal data theftis a deterrent to online
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banking.20 Even with such consumer skepticism, there is large economic cost saving

incentives to improve cyber-security.

Richard Clarke, former Counter-Terrorism Adviser and National Security

Adviser, identifies the economy as the main target of cyber-terrorism by terrorist groups,

with any resulting death and destruction only considered a bonus. 21 A coordinated cyber-

attack could shut down the economy by precluding electronic funds transfers and stock

trading. The U.S. Cyber Consequences Unit, a division of the Department of Homeland

Security (DHS), has stated that organized teams of hackers with expertise in business

functions and processes could have a dramatic effect on the U.S. economy. Coordinated

attacks could potentially cause billions of dollars in damage and lost profits, with

sustained attacks over several days multiplying the cost manifold.22

Before the age of the Internet, a state could protect its interests and its economy

by placing military forces between itselfand its adversaries. However, there are no

guided missile destroyers or MIAI tanks in cyber-space; the old method of protecting

state interests does not apply. The Internet can be used to orchestrate attacks on the U.S.

economy, and military forces cannot be inserted to protect it. The civil sector is no

longer a sanctuary, and a whole-hearted embrace of cyber-security is needed to prevent
\

cyberspace from becoming the next war zone.23

The most common type of computer that automates daily tasks is called a

supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system. SCADA systems monitor and

control the operation of critical infrastructure including traffic lights, water pumps, oil

pipelines, dams, and the electrical grids. These SCADA systems are vulnerable to Cyber-

attack--particularly if connected by a network--and the critical infrastructure within the
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United States is not prepared to detect or respond to a widespread cyber-attack. The

problem becomes exponentially worse if SCADA systems are connected via the public

Internet rather than private networks because thus allowing direct public access without

the security of a private and isolated network.24

Vulnerability:

Critical infrastructure is defined in the USA PATRIOT Act as:
Systems and assets, whether physical or virtual, so vital to the United States that
the incapacity or destruction of such systems and assets would have a debilitating
impact on security, national economic security, national public health or safety, or
any combination of those matters.25

As a result of the current focus on terrorist threats to the United States, Congress

has held several hearings regarding the vulnerability of critical infrastructure. In most

cases, industry representatives claim to be prepared for any attack, while government and

academic studies question preparedness. At the President's direction, an interagency

group reviewed the cyber threat to the U.S. and identified options regarding how best to

integrate U.S. Government defensive cyber capabilities; how best to optimize, coordinate

and de-conflict cyber activities; and how to better employ cyber resources to maximize

perfonnance. This review led to the January 2008 issuance ofNSPD-54/HSPD-23,

which direct a comprehensive national cyber-security initiative. These actions will help

to deter hostile action in cyber space by making it harder to penetrate U.S. networks. 26

For the reason that all critical infrastructures rely upon computers, and much of the

controlling computers systems rely upon SCADA systems for automation.27

SCADA systems have been designed for operational speed and functionality, with

security being an afterthought, if even considered at all. 28 The systems have also been

designed for interoperability so that new equipment can be easily integrated into existing
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networks. This has resulted in SCADA systems around the world similar in design and

operation. Since these systems are not unique to U.S. critical infrastructure, their design

is available throughout the world. Moreover, plans for attack on U.S. infrastructure can

be tested on similar, readily available, foreign SCADA systems with reasonable

assurance of success when used against the United States.29

Cyber-attack: Military Operations

The military and the organizations that support the Department of Defense are

considered high-value targets. Targeting these components can disrupt military

operations and is considered to be a high priority for obtaining information concerning

war plan scenarios, operational doctrine, and weapons research and development.

Department of Defense (DoD) computer systems have been continuous targets for cyber

attack, causing the government to implement rigorous information assurance programs.

Although much progress has been made to strengthen cyber-security, cyber-attacks still

occur regularly. In 2005, the Pentagon alone logged more than 79,000 attempted

intrusions.30 Because of the rate at which technology progresses and cyb~r-attacks

become more sophisticated, DoD may always be struggling to provide a level of cyberM

security adequate to counter the threat. 31

DoD estimates that it operates between two and three million computers, 100,000

local area networks, and 100 long-distance networks, including vital war fighting

networks such as the Global Command and Control System and the Joint Worldwide

Intelligence Communication System.32 The sheer size of DoD's networks makes them

significant targets--even if the nature of the data and communications they transmit are

disregarded. Securing such a large number of computers and networks is no easy task--
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the opportunities for cyber-attack grow exponentially as the network grows--but securing

these networks is vital to national security. The task of securing these networks becomes

more complicated as DoD networks integrate with civilian infrastructure. Most

unclassified DoD networks are highly dependent upon civilian infrastructure,33Cthe

Internet) and approximately 95 percent of unclassified communications travel outside of

DoD networks. 34

As cyber-attacks grow in sophistication and are employed as a weapon of warfare,

these attacks will have a significant impact on military planning. Martin Libicki warns

that DoD "must assume that any enemy it engages will attack [its] computers to disrupt

military operations.,,35 The government has also warned of cyber-attack against the U.S.

homeland in response to conventional military action abroad.36 The threat of cyber

attack as retaliation for military action demands cyber-security defenses to protect the

homeland and its population, as well as offensive capabilities to help deter attacks.

Cyber-attack may also blur the line between what may have been a civilian or

military target. The source of cyber-attack can be difficult to discern. Attacks may be

targeted at civilian infrastructure but carry serious implications for national security, such

as coordinated attacks on the U.S. banking system. Because of the lack of current legal

precedence concerning the Internet, the traditional distinctions of civilian versus military

and domestic versus international jurisdiction become severely muddled.37 A swift and

just response to cyber-attack incidents requires that issues ofjurisdiction must be

resolved quickly and accurately to ensure proper apprehension and prosecution of the

attackers.38
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The term net-centric warfare refers to the evolution of a system of intelligence

sensors, command and control systems, and precision weapons that enabled enhanced

situational awareness, rapid target assessment, and distributed weapon assignment. In

essence, [net-centric warfare] translates information superiority into combat power by

effectively linking knowledge entities in the battle-spac~39 --by enhancing the capability

to connect military assets via computer and communication networks; thereby, allowing

the system to operate similarly to the Internet. Full Spectrum Dominance describes the

ability of the U.S. military to dominate the battle-space from peace operations through to

the outright application of military power that stemmed from the advantages of

information superiority.40

China:

China as a nation has continued to grow economically and militarily, but not at

the same rate as the United States. This lagging military capability has led China to look

at other methods of bolstering or reinforcing its war-fighting capabilities. China sees the

United States as its principle antagonist in the twenty-first century. Chinese military

leaders and policy makers have made an effort to apply lessons learned from the Persian

Gulf War's show ofAmerican military might. The heated Chinese debate about how to

gain a military advantage over the United States produced a partial answer in

Unrestricted Warfare, written by two People's Liberation Army (PLA) Colonels, Qiao

Liang and Wang Xiangsui.41 China has looked to asymmetrical warfare to help alleviate

its military shortfalls by electing to fonnulate and explore methods of countering an

adversary's strengths by focusing on their weaknesses.
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China continues to make viable attempts to gain access to America's sensitive

information. The motives of these so-called "red hackers," described as a nebula

tolerated or manipulated by the Chinese Communist Party, remain unclear. Is it

espionage, a desire to do harm, or do these red hackers simply want to demonstrate a

particular capability or vulnerability? No matter the intention, the United States has

given this offensive, which has targeted the U.S. Defense Department since 2001, the

code name "Titan Rain. ,,42

In the book Unrestricted Warfare, the authors note having watched Moscow

spend itself into oblivion trying to win the Cold War arms race, and that they will seek to

avoid the same mistake.43 Instead, a digital attack would give China a significant

asymmetric advantage and could even bring about the defeat of the United States. China

has therefore been making large investments in new technology for the Peoples

Liberation Army (PLA) and has established a special information-warfare group to

coordinate national offense and defense. China experts in the Pentagon refer to these

efforts as the creation of "The Great Firewall of China." Part of the reason for such

aggressive action is China's belief that it is already under cyber-attack by the Unites

States.44

For almost two decades the PLA, China's military, has been undergoing a

massive transfonnation. Throughout the Cold War, the PLA consisted primarily of

lightly anned infantry soldiers, a force that--although massive in number--was not of

sufficient quality to take on the world's superpowers. Although the bulk of the PLA

remains lightly armed infantry, the Chinese military has made dramatic advances in its

technology since the end of the Cold War. At the forefront of China's military
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transformation are high-tech capabilities including ballistic missiles, a blue-water navy,

and information operations.

China's focus on Information Operations (IO) requires the PLA to adopt two

measures that will allow it stand up against the great militaries of the world. First, mature

10 capabilities will help in creating and maintaining a modern C4ISR infrastructure,

something the PLA is sorely missing. Modem C4ISR allows the coordination of large

numbers of forces across large geographic areas, and as well as synthesizes information

to hasten the pace at which a force can advance. Without such capabilities, power

projection is not possible and the PLA is restrained to operating close to home. Second,

mature 10 capabilities are an offensive weapon for use against other technologically

advanced and information dependent militaries.45 For China, an advanced Cyber-attack

capability will provide an enhanced capability against an enemy at home or abroad.

Chinese 10:

Information operations are a popular topic within Chinese military publications,

but the PLA has yet to develop a uniquely Chinese concept of 10. For the most part, the

Chinese concept ofIO closely follows the U.S. model with two exceptions. First, the

Chinese place far greater emphasis on integrating Electronic Warfare (EW) with
I

computer network attack (CNA).46 The United States does not currently use CNA as an

offensive weapon on the battlefield and relies much more on the EW portion with regards

to battle. The reason for this may be due to the civil statutes, which prohibit such

practices within the United States. A larger emphasis on CNA within the Chinese

military publications may seem trivial at first, but clearly indicates intent to employ
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cyber-attack against the United States at home and on the battlefield. Given the

vulnerabilities of the U.S. critical infrastructure and military to cyber-attack, the Chinese

emphasis on CNA becomes cause for alarm.

The second notable modification to the Chinese concept of10 is the influence of

strategy.47 US. warfighting tactics are highly focused on and driven by technology.

Military planners in the United States may study classic works of military strategy, but by

the nature of US. society and the military causes them to think in terms oftechnology--

every military problem has a technological answer. The PLA, in contrast, is focused on

and driven by strategy. Chinese military planners think in terms of stratagems, and are

heavily influenced by ancient Chinese military art. Sun Tzu has been a favorite of U.S.

military 10 theorists for years, but the Chinese live by his advice as part of th~ir ethos

within there daily lives. Chinese 10 theorists are also heavily influenced by the 36

stratagems, a collection of Chinese strategic thoughts dating back to Sun Tzu's era.

Military deception is a popular theme within the 36 stratagems, and Chinese theorists

view cyber-attack as a playground for such concepts. In the Chinese view, utilizing such

classic stratagems within cyber-space will give them the upper hand against an

unsuspecting opponent.48

Mao Zedong's concept of Peoples War is receiving a new life because ofChirta's

10 ambitions. Chinese 10 theorists have suggested forming civilian CNA squadrons to

compliment PLA forces. Having a vast quantity of civilian "reserves" would allow the

Chinese to increase the level of cyber-attacks as needed, as well as guarantee the raw

computing power needed to launch widespread attacks. Waging warfare with an army of

citizens with laptops is beyond the comprehension of Westem thinkers, but the Chinese
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are banking on the winner of a cyber-war being the side that is able to bring the most

computing power to bear upon the other.49

While U.S. theorists focus almost exclusively on targeting the military of an

adversary, the Chinese have their eyes on economic, political, and societal targets. The

Chinese realize that they cannot threaten other countries like other superpowers because

of their currently limited nuclear force. Although still a threat, the small number of

nuclear weapons in the Chinese arsenal are not capable of credibly threatening

destruction of the United States. However, Chinese cyber-attack capabilities are capable

of credibly threatening the United States on a large enough scale. By targeting U.S.

critical infrastructure and threatening the economy and the ability of the government to

provide for its citizens, the Chinese believe they have found a strategic weapon with the

equalizing power that nuclear weapons gave the United States and Russia during the Cold

War.50

The PLA:

The PLA, in a short period oftime (ten years) has been able to transform 15

percent of its forces into modem units supported by high-tech weaponry.51 This

transformed "army within and an army" is designed for joint attacks conducted at

lightening speed similar to the U.S military operations in" Iraq in 1991 and 2003. The

PLA had three original branches: the Army(PLA), Navy(PLAN), and the

Airforce(PLAAF). The next step in Chinas' military transformation was the creation of a

fourth branch within the PLA dedicated to cyber-warfare. 52 The PLA has already created

cyber-warfare units within its ranks and reserve forces, but creating a distinct branch for

cyber-warfare will enable autonomous "cyber actions" on a large scale. The creation of a
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cyber-warfare branch within the PLA is another testament to the stock Chinese theorists

put into cyber-attack.

The Chinese view cyber-attack as a force multiplier and have been working it into

military plans and exercises for the past few years.53 An exercise conducted in December

1999 included cyber-warfare units conducting network attack and defense, radar

reconnaissance, and electronic countermeasures, in support of an enforced blockade of an

island. 54 China may well use their cyber-attack capabilities to deter the United States in

the same manner that the United States used nuclear weapons to deter the Soviet Union

during the Cold War.

Chinese Cyber-Attacks:

The Chinese are known to regularly target U.S. defense contractors and national

laboratories such as the Los Alamos National Laboratory and Lockheed Martin.

Numerous attacks over the past decade against computers in the United States and Japan

have been traced to China. 55 The latest report of an intrusion was a Federal Government

Nuclear Weapons Laboratory at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee on 10 Dec

2007: linked directly to Chinese IP addresses. 56 These attacks have been mainly

reconnaissance and espionage in nature, and were designed to aid Chinese military

transformation by gaining technical data on the U.S. nuclear arsenal and weapon systems.

The United States and China have also fought "cyber battles" in the past. The

Chinese Liberation Army Daily reported that such a battle occurred on 27 July 1999

following the 8 May bombing of the Chinese embassy in Yugoslavia. The Chinese

initiated the "battle" by altering the webpage ofthe U.S. embassy in Beijing, followed by

more volleys, which resulted in the denial of service on several U.S. political and military
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websites. Nearly 300 civilian website servers were affected; thereby, over-burdening

u.s. unclassified military email servers with large volumes of spam and viruses attached

to emails. However, the Chinese Liberation Army Daily did not report U.S. retaliatory

actions during the skinnish.57

China's Warfare Philosophy:

"Fighting the Fight that Fits One's Weapons" and "Making the Weapons to Fit the Fight"

The Chinese warfighting strategies, "fight the fight that fits one's weapons" and

"build the weapons to fit the fight" demonstrate the distinction between traditional

warfare and future warfare, while highlighting the relationship between weapons and

tactics in the two kinds of war. The fonner reflects the involuntary or passive adaptation

of the relationship of man to weapons and tactics in war that takes place under natural

conditions. While the latter suggests the conscious or active choice that people make

regarding the same proposition when they have entered a free state.58

In the history of warfare, the first person credited with using principles to regularize

methods of fighting should be Sun Tzu. He advocated principles such as, "know the

enemy and yourself and in a hundred battles you will never be defeated," "strike where

the enemy is not prepared, take him by surprise," and "avoid the solid and strike the

weak." Modem strategists still follow these principles.59

From China's perspective, everything that can benefit mankind can also hann

him. This is to say that there is nothing in the world today that cannot become a weapon,

and this requires that our understanding of weapons must have an awareness that breaks
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through all boundaries. As China sees it, a single man-made stock-market crash, a single

computer virus invasion, or a single rumor or scandal that results in a fluctuation in the

enemy country's exchange rates or exposes the leaders of an enemy country on the

Internet, all can be included in the ranks ofnew-concept weapons. What must be made

clear is that the new concept of weapons is in the process of creating weapons that are

closely linked to the lives of the common people. 6o

China believes that the appearance ofnew-concept weapons will definitely

elevate future warfare to a level that is difficult for the common people--or even military

men--to imagine. Then the second thing China would say: New concept weapons will

cause ordinary people and military men alike to be greatly astonished at the fact that

commonplace things that are close to them can also become weapons with which to

engage in war. The Chinese believe that in the future that quite a few gentle and kind

things will take on offensive and lethal characteristics.61

Conclusion:

Cyber-terrorism, cyber-attack, or cyber-warfare, no matter what the flavor or

punch line of the day, is a threat to the United States. The United States' development

and reliance on technology has aided in its development as a superpower. However,

overreliance on this technology may also lead to its demise.

This study is meant to be a realistic look at the weakness of the U.S. infrastructure

systems with regards to China. Yet, this study could readily be applied to any technically

sophisticated individuals or nations. There are still many issues regarding state security

that the United States must face. There are many lurking threats, which must also be

accounted for. There continues to be issues with rogue states like North Korea or
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terrorists who have access or are attempting to gain access to weapons of mass

destruction (WMD). Although these issues are certainly a threat to security, the U.S.

cannot allow these threats to overshadow the threat that China now poses with its cyber

warfare knowledge and capability.

The nature of warfare may never change, but the character of warfare is ever

changing. In history, when there has been change in the character of warfare there has

been very dramatic and damaging results. The United States is experiencing these issues

currently by the change of character within Iraq. Ifplans or preparations are not made

ahead oftime concerning cyber-warfare then the United States will be fighting a new

character of war from which it may never recover. Cyber-warfare is the battleground of

the future and must be taken seriously. As previously discussed, this form of warfare

does not require the need to fight "man against man," yet it will certainly have a much

greater affect on the United States than any other form of war previously fought.

There must be a concerted effort to update current infrastructure and to train the

U.S. military in methods of fighting this new form of warfare. When evaluating the

threat to the United States concerning cyber-warfare: the greatest threat may not be to

the U.S. military or its war fighting capabilities but to the United States' civilian

infrastructure and its survival as a superpower.
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